
Modernize Your Reporting World

DAS for World empowers business users to easily create queries, 
operational reports, and fully interactive analytics. Query, link, and 
combine information from many data sources with DAS to alleviate 
the burden on IT and overall infrastructure. Your reporting will be 
revamped to include:

 Visually stunning outputs that merge rich text and visualizations 
on an uncomplicated design surface

 Pixel perfect dashboards that unearth a powerhouse of business 
narratives

 Efficiently automate report distribution utilizing multiple formats

 Snappy processes that do not need advanced technical skills

With an elegant, effortless web interface and premium integration to JD Edwards World, DAS for World 
provides a superior reporting experience. Effortlessly bring green screens to life, resulting in brilliant, 
luminous reports and interactive mobile dashboards.

Benchmark Reporting

 Inherit JDE features: date and 
currency formats, associated 
descriptions, visual assists, and 
more

 Access JDE database without 
straining your system

 Protect the integrity of your data 
with JDE-native row security

 Compatible with all versions of JD 
Edwards

Whole Nine Yards

 Design reports and dashboards for 
real-time consumption

 Schedule and distribute reports via 
email

 Take advantage of hundreds of 
pre-built templates 

 Undergo comprehensive, web-based 
training at your own pace

 Use data from World, Oracle, SQL, 
DB2, and many others

Effortless Yet Robust

 Works on every JDE table and 
custom tables 

 Create reports in business terms 
instead of technical acronyms

 Utilize a financial report building 
wizard for expedited processes

 Sift through all JDE data using an 
intuitive search engine

 Deploy built-in drilldowns out of the 
box and create custom drilldowns

DASforWorld
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Schedule a complimentary demonstration today.

Tour reportsnow.com for additional information, download a free 
trial, or connect with our sales team at sales@reportsnow.com.


